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The vase depicts a school and ancient Greek children learning in school. These are a few examples of the
many changes the alphabet underwent on its way from the Greeks to us. As your students look at the image,
point out that on this side of the vase a child is learning to read a poem, and another child is learning to play a
Greek instrument called a lyre. What sort of books did they like to write? Their culture developed from
villages that grew into unique and independent city-states. Lesson Activities Activity 1. Ancient Greece
Activities and Projects for Kids and Teachers These are activity and project ideas for kids and teachers to use
in your unit study of ancient Greece. The third major activity of ancient Greek elementary education was
sports. Writing Assignment: Ask the children to write a short description of what it would be like to go to
school in ancient Greece. Greek Alphabet Activity Begin the lesson on the Greek Alphabet by asking the
students if they still remember the Phoenician traders who were trading purple cloth for olive oil at Athens.
Each group is assigned a room. For more about Ancient Greece: Overview. Greek Olympics: Ancient Greek
Olympics for the Classroom days mini-unit with student role handouts and games. Ask them to explain how
the Greeks first learned the alphabet. If they could choose an instrument, would they learn to play the flute or
the lyre? They are usually used for constants, variables, and functions. It might be best to give them somewhat
smaller sheets of the light colored paper so that the pictures don't get too large. That's Z! Daily Life Activity:
Imagine you are a famous architect and you have just discovered the ruins of an ancient Greek home. Click
first on the thumbnail image called Side A: School. Then, each group's room becomes an exploration station.
Have groups create a "For Sale" brochure or sign. If its a sea, name it.


